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Introduction | background

Graph: a general form 
of data expression



Introduction | background

Observed graph Predictive graph

GNN

node-level link-level
（most relevant to the recommendation system）

graph-level

The link prediction task
• based on the observed links
• to predict the latent links between the nodes

(Graph Neural Network)



Introduction | graph representation learning

• GNN for link prediction on graphs

𝒉!: node representationnode

encode: n! → 𝒉!: ℝ"

ℝ"

u

decode: 𝝓!# = READOUT 𝒉! , 𝒉# → ℝ

optimization: ℒ = ∑#!"∈ℰ#$%&'−𝑦&'log(𝝓!() + 1 − 𝑦&' log(1 − 𝝓!()



Introduction | problem setup

Observed graph Predictive graph

GNN

ideal case
(clean data)

practical case
(with bilateral noise)

𝐴 𝑌
2𝐴 3𝑌

noisy observed graph noisy predictive graph



Introduction | problem setup
In practical scenarios,

• the observed graph is often with noisy edges (input noise)
• the predictive graph often contains noisy labels (label noise)
• these two kinds of noise can exist at the same time (by random split)

We call this kind of noise as the bilateral edge noise

Research problem: how to improve the robustness of GNNs under edge noise🤔
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Research problem: how to improve the robustness of GNNs under edge noise🤔

Link prediction performance in AUC 
with the bilateral edge noise

Inspecting the representation distribution:

representation collapse

representation
collapse

performance drop
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Graph Information Bottleneck (GIB)

However, GIB is intrinsically vulnerable to label noise 
since it entirely preserves the label supervision

$𝐴: noisy input graph
&𝑌: noisy edge labels
𝑯: graph representation

defend the input perturbation



Robust Graph Information Bottleneck (RGIB)

$𝐴: noisy input graph
&𝑌: noisy edge labels
𝑯: graph representation



Robust Graph Information Bottleneck

RGIB RGIB-SSL RGIB-REP

Two practical implementations of RGIB:
• RGIB-SSL explicitly optimizes the representation 𝑯 with the self-supervised regularization
• RGIB-REP implicitly optimizes 𝑯 by purifying the noisy *𝐴 and ,𝑌 with the reparameterization mechanism



RGIB with Self-Supervised Learning (RGIB-SSL)

RGIB RGIB-SSL RGIB-REP

To achieve a tractable approximation of the MI terms
• we adopt the contrastive learning technique and 

contrast pair of samples, 
• i.e., perturbed $𝐴!, $𝐴" that are sampled from the 

augmentation distribution ℙ $𝐴



RGIB with Data Reparameterization (RGIB-REP)

RGIB RGIB-SSL RGIB-REP

Latent variables 𝒁# and 𝒁$ are clean signals extracted from noisy &𝑌 and $𝐴.
• their complementary parts 𝒁!! and 𝒁"! are considered as noise, satisfying ,𝑌 = 𝒁! + 𝒁!! and *𝐴 = 𝒁" + 𝒁"! . 

I H; 𝒁# measures the supervised signals with selected samples 𝒁#
I(𝒁$; $𝐴) and I(𝒁#; &𝑌) help to select the clean and task-relevant information from $𝐴 and &𝑌.
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Experiments | Method comparison under bilateral noise



Experiments | Method comparison under unilateral noise



Experiments | The learned representations



Experiments | Ablation study
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Take home messages

1. In this work, we study the problem of link prediction with the bilateral edge noise.

2. We propose the Robust Graph Information Bottleneck (RGIB) principle, aiming to extract reliable 
signals via decoupling and balancing the mutual information among inputs, labels, and representation.

3. Regarding the instantiation of RGIB, the self-supervised learning technique and data reparametrization
mechanism are utilized to establish the RGIB-SSL and RGIB-REP, respectively.

4. Empirical studies verify the denoising effect of the proposed RGIB under different noisy scenarios.
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